Release Notes - September - 1 2016




Improvements
o Core Classes Independent from Project Code
o Correct Command Names for Console Commands in New Relic
o Discount Comparator
Bugfixes
o Login to Zed After Timeout
o Order by First Column in Zed Tables
o Persist Redis Key Cache
o Wrong Sales Matrix Links
o Zed Tables Layout

Improvements

Core Classes Independent from Project Code

AbstractFactory of the Kernel bundle had a reference to Application, which was making core potentially project core

dependent. We fixed this behaviour. Introducing project level changes should for no reason break core functionality.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor

- Application 2.5.0
- Kernel 2.5.0

Correct Command Names for Console Commands in New Relic

Patch
n/a

In New Relic all CLI calls were shown as “vendor/console”. Now full command names are added, also these are marked as
background jobs.
Affected Bundles

Major
n/a

Discount Comparator

Minor

Patch
n/a

- Console 2.0.2

0 or '0' were not allowed before for the Discount QueryString Comparators. This improvement allowed the numeric values to

go through the comparison.
Major
n/a

Bugfixes

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Discount 3.1.2

Login to Zed After Timeout

When being logged out of Zed due to timeout the redirect to login was lost and next log in was redirecting to homepage. The
referrer is now passed to the login page and used to redirect to last page before being logged out.
Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Order by First Column in Zed Tables

Patch

- Auth 2.0.9

Ordering by explicitly the first column in Zed tables was not working in case if the first column was not the IDof the record.
This bug is fixed now.
Affected Bundles
Major

Minor

n/a

n/a

Patch

- Refund 3.0.1
- Sales 2.2.6

Persist Redis Key Cache

The get calls to Redis should have been combined to one mget. For this reason we have a key-cache, but
the persistCache() method was not being called. Now we have a service provider
(\Spryker\Yves\Storage\Plugin\Provider\StorageRequestCacheServiceProvider), that will persist all the used cache keys
to Redis per request after it’s registered in the application bootstrap.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Wrong Sales Matrix Links

Minor

Patch
n/a

- Storage 2.2.0

The sales matrix in Zed / Sales / Matrix shows three links in each cell: “<1d”, “1d-7d” and “>7d”. “<1d” means below 1 day, “1d7d” means more than one day but less than one week and “ “>7d” means more than 7 days. For the middle number the lower
boundary was missing. For this reason the matrix showed incorrect content. Lowers boundary is added to fix this issue.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Zed Tables Layout

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Sales 2.2.7

When in Zed data tables the content was overflowing, the layout was hiding the content. This is fixed now to have an
automatic scroll for this scenario.
Affected Bundles

Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Gui 2.1.10

